APPREHENSIVE ABOUT A BIKE & BARGE?

Find out more with Travel Your World...

Thinking about joining a Bike & Barge but feeling a little uncertain? Is
this going to be too active for me? When was the last time I rode a bike?
CINDY MARLEAU

Cindy talks all about her amazing experience as she biked from
Bruges to Amsterdam...

1

When did you go on your B&B tour?

I experienced my first Bike and Barge in August 2017
from Bruges to Amsterdam with a group of travellers
from Leduc and throughout Alberta. Truly a great
experience and I look forward to my next cycle
adventure!

2

Did you resort to your E-bike often?

Only a few times, mostly just for fun with the exception
of one incline where everyone else pushed their bikes
up - I just rode past them! The reason I rented the e-bike
in the first place was that I was nervous about joint pain
and I also had not ridden a bike for many many years. I
was a wee bit wobbly at first, but so was everyone else.
The first afternoon is a bit of a practise day while
adjusting the bike to fit you. As the group was large, we
split into two ~ I joined the slower team as did all my
travel companions.

3

What type of terrain can be expected?

Paved, flat and wide, with very few inclines or slopes
Everyone in the Netherlands rides their bikes everywhere and all ages. Two lane bike paths
connect all villages and towns so it is very easy to get
around.

4

What does a typical day look like?

A fabulous breakfast and a buffet ready for you to
make your own lunch. The bikes will be ready and
lined up for you on shore.
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Then off you go ~ with your guide leading the way
and a cycler taking up the rear. There will be a coffee
break mid morning in a small village and later a stop for your picnic lunch at
a planned spot. This could be the at the windmills, the cheese farm, along a
river or at a beautiful castle. Often there will be beverages available for you,
or if you choose, you can buy a lunch. The frites and mayonnaise are great.
Your day will end with a walking tour and usually a beer in the local pub.
After dinner, the entire team will debrief, enjoy a few laughs and plan out the
next days route.

5

What was the Barge like?

Wonderful ! Very comfortable, air conditioned cabins, fabulous food and
great outdoor decks to lounge and enjoy a cold beer. The barge staff was
amazing, and by the end of the trip, we were all friends exchanging emails
and photos. Our guides were definitely experts in their field, fun and
extremely informative about all the sights we encountered as well as
during our daily walking tour.

6

What is a "must have" item to bring?

Besides your bike helmet ~ a gel seat cover. I found bike gloves very
comfortable, comfortable walking shoes, sunglasses and a dollar store
rain cape, just in case.

7

What advice would you give to those considering a
B&B Tour?

Just go for it! This is an opportunity you will never forget. It's truly is the
best way to experience a country, its culture and the people. I remember
one morning enjoying our coffee break in a small village as we chatted
with an older gentleman who had just arrived to visit his 90 year old
mother, as he did everyday. His one way cycle was 40 km.
At the end of my week ~ I did it !!
Thanks Cindy!

APPREHENSIVE ABOUT A BIKE & BARGE?
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Thinking about joining a Bike & Barge but feeling a little uncertain?
Am I out of my league? This is going to be too difficult...
PAT ROCHON

Active travel extraordinaire, Pat Rochon, talks a bit about his
enjoyable experience biking Amsterdam to Bruges...

1

What would you say is the typical age range
on a B&B Tour?

The typical age for the Bike and Barge trips is predominantly
50+. Most of the guests are in their 50’s, 60’s, 70’s and we
have seen even in the 80’s. The family Bike and Barge trips
have younger families with kids ranging from 8 years old to
their teens.

2

What type of terrain can be expected?

The Amsterdam to Bruges Bike and Barge trip specifically is very
flat. It is graded level 1 out of 5. Level 1 typically is considered
introductory. What does that mean? Well, introductory Bike and
Barge trips are for guests that have limited cycling experience or
perhaps for guests that want more of a leisurely ride during the
day. The terrain is very flat along each daily journey and plenty
of stops along the way. Having said that, keep in mind, our
wonderful unpredictable Mother Nature can pose a few tougher
days when the winds pick up, predominantly during the spring
and fall seasons.

3

What was the Barge like?

Most people were extremely surprised and very impressed with
this barge. The 'MS Fluvius' is a wonderful 'Comfort A Class' ship
which was renovated in 2017. On board this cosy barge has a
total of 22 cabins with ensuite facilities on a twin share basis (18
twin bed and 4 double bed cabins - (6’ beds). It can host 44
passengers and 7 crew members. Each cabin is large enough for
two average size adults and ample storage for two medium
suitcases and bike gear. A lockable safe and hair dryer are
provided in each room. Only bar soap is provided on board, so if
you have a preference, make sure you bring your own. There is
plenty of space on board for everyone to feel at ease and relaxed.
The dining area is modern and has ample room for relaxing and
dining. Meals on board were wonderful and plentiful. Excellent
quality and variety during the evening meals and in the
mornings, all guests are able to set off with a hearty breakfast,
with plenty of lunch and snacks packed up for their saddlebags.
While sailing on the (only two mornings of my trip), the journey
was extremely smooth, comfortable and very scenic.

4

What type of daily activities can be expected?

These trips are called Bike and Barge for a reason. Although some
guests choose not to cycle from time to time and remain on the
boat or get a transfer to the next destination.

Most guests will leave in two groups depending on the number of
cyclists on board. The first group is generally for those who want to
take less breaks and perhaps cycling a little quicker and more km’s per
day. The second group is for cyclists who want more breaks, time to
visit churches, plenty of photos stops and even for less active cyclists.
All in all, the daily itinerary for cycling allows plenty of time for breaks
during the day to take in some must see sights (close up windmills,
Gouda cheese farm…etc.) and an extended lunch break. The daily
departures for cycling generally starts at 8:45 am most of the time.
While guests are having breakfast, the crew and guides along with the
captain assist in unloading all bicycles from the boat. Each guest as
their own bike, for example I had #14, for the duration of the trip. It has
been fitted for me from the time I had booked the trip. If there is fine
tuning needed, it is advised for all guests to mention it when returning
from the daily cycle. This way the guides and crew will fix all bikes after
the ride or before the next day outing. After dinner, our lead guide
provides a briefing on what the group can expect for tomorrow's cycle
day, the history of the area and the more. Afterwards, most guests will
leave with both guides or sometime just one, on a walk to the centre of
town for a walking tour and a nightcap before returning back to the
boat and calling it a day! That’s generally what happens on a daily
basis.

5

What advice would you give to those who are
considering a B&B Tour?

For those considering a Bike and Barge trip…good for them!!! It is
definitely the best way to explore and discover Europe while being
active at the same time. My advice for those clients is:
a) If you have little cycling experience not to worry because there are
e-bikes that can be requested for an additional cost. E-bikes must be
reserve at time of booking as there is a limited quantity…first come first
serve! These bikes make the trip a whole lot easier to peddle. No more
issues of hills or wind…a cyclist’s nightmare!
b) If you love the outdoors…Bike and Barge is the way to go!
c) When you consider the price for a luxury river cruise with 100’s of
people, ($5000 or more), this type of trip covers the same rivers and
more in Europe plus offer a better value with much lower prices.
d) If you don’t have a bike at home, ask Santa for one!!! It will be the start
of the new YOU! A whole new world out there to discover on two
wheels!
Thanks Pat!

